Cognitive radio networks are a new type of multi-channel wireless network in which different nodes can have access to different sets of channels. By providing multiple channels, they improve the efficiency and reliability of wireless communication. However, the heterogeneous nature of cognitive radio networks also brings new challenges to the design and analysis of distributed algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio networks are a new type of wireless network in which different devices have access to different (but overlapping) frequency bands. This asymmetry might be a result of interference (e.g., from disruptive devices or from prioritized users) or due to regulatory concerns. Cognitive radio networks provide a potential answer to the continuously increasing bandwidth needs of wireless communication, as they enable more graceful sharing of the available bandwidth. For example, two commonly discussed scenarios are: (1) they allow the general public to use idle spectrum in the licensed bands that are assigned to primary users (e.g., television broadcasters) [21, 23] ; (2) they can increase the number of radio networks that can practically coexist in one area.
Although cognitive radio networks are not a particularly new concept, our understanding of them remains limited when compared with the extensive research that has been done on classical single-channel or multi-channel wireless networks. In cognitive radio networks, the core challenge comes from its heterogeneous nature: different pairs of transceivers can share different sets of channels. Such unpredictable overlapping patterns (among transceivers) makes it very difficult to design and analyze efficient algorithms. In fact, much interesting work in this area has focused primarily on simulations to demonstrate effectiveness, see, e.g., [14, 24, 26] .
In this paper, we focus on two important problems that are still not well understood: neighbor discovery, and global broadcast. These problems are fundamental primitives for any network: neighbor discovery is typically a bootstrapping procedure, and broadcast is a key building block for accomplishing many more complex tasks. We are interested in developing randomized algorithms with provable performance guarantees that can solve them efficiently.
More specifically, we consider a synchronous cognitive radio network containing n nodes, each of which has a transceiver that can access c channels. If two nodes are within the transmission radius of each other and share some communication channels, then they are neighbors. We assume each pair of neighbors share at least k ≥ 1 channels. As a result, we can model the network as a simple graph by letting each node denote a vertex, and connect two vertices if they are neighbors.
Neighbor discovery. To solve the neighbor discovery problem, each node must learn the identities of all of its neighbors. A simple and straightforward strategy would be for each node to randomly hop among the set of channels that are available to it, and then broadcast (its identity) or listen each with some probability (e.g., using a backoff procedure to resolve contention). This simple algorithm yields a time complexity of approximatelyÕ((c 2 /k) · ∆), where ∆ is the maximum number of neighbors a node can have. By contrast, Ω(∆) is a trivial lower bound since in the worst-case, a node may receive information from only one neighbor per time slot, and nodes sharing a common neighbor may not be able to communicate with each other directly (e.g., a star network).
In this paper, we devise a new algorithm called CSeek that is much more efficient. In particular, CSeek can solve the neighbor discovery problem inÕ((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆) time, w.h.p. 1 Here, k max denotes the maximum number of channels two neighbors share. Notice, if all pairs of neighbors share the same (or a similar) number of overlapping channels, then CSeek only costsÕ(c 2 /k +∆) time. As we shall later see, this nearly matches the lower bound for solving neighbor discovery in our model.
The intuition behind CSeek is that a node, instead of hopping among channels uniformly at random (e.g., in the trivial approach described above), should spend more time on channels on which it overlaps with more neighbors. Unfortunately, the pattern of overlaps is not known to the nodes in advance. Hence, in the first part of the algorithm, nodes hop among channels uniformly at random, sampling the "density" of channels; a key component of our solution is an efficient procedure for estimating density. In the second part, nodes visit dense channels more often, assuming they can hear more neighbors on these channels. By properly dividing the time between sampling and seeking, we obtain an efficient algorithm.
We have also devised a variant of CSeek that can solve thê k-neighbor-discovery problem. In real networks, nodes may only concern with neighbors that have strong connections with them. This motivates thek-neighbor-discovery problem, in which the goal is to find (at least) all neighbors that share at leastk ≥ k channels with you. A variant of CSeek-which is called CKSeek-can solve thek-neighbor-discovery problem inÕ((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆k + ∆) time. Here, ∆k is the maximum number of neighbors a node can have that share at leastk channels with it. The similarity between CKSeek and CSeek demonstrates the robustness of the general strategy we have employed.
Global broadcast. In this problem, a designated source node needs to disseminate a message to all other nodes in the network. Again, one can devise a straightforward solution in which nodes hop among channels randomly and wait for the message if uninformed, or broadcast it (using a backoff procedure) if they are already informed. Such naive solution would cost approximatelyÕ((c 2 /k) ·D) time, where D is the diameter of the network.
We propose a new algorithm called CGCast that can solve global broadcast inÕ((c 2 /k)+(k max /k)·∆+D ·∆) time, w.h.p. Again, when k max = Θ(k), the complexity of CGCast is reduced toÕ((c 2 /k) + D · ∆). The performance improvements of CGCast comes from two design decisions. First, for an informed node to quickly disseminate the message to its neighbors, we do an edge coloring and use the solution to establish an efficient deterministic schedule. Secondly, in order to solve edge coloring efficiently, we use CSeek as a primitive for communication. This once again demonstrates the flexibility and robustness of CSeek.
Lower bounds. In the last part of the paper, we devise lower bounds for solving neighbor discovery and global broadcast in the considered model. (The techniques were originally from [22] .) More specifically, to prove the Ω(c 2 /k +∆) lower bound for neighbor discovery, we consider a combinatorial game which captures the core difficulty of the problem, and then do a reduction argument to prove our claim. The combinatorial game has been previously used to prove other lower bounds in cognitive radio networks (see, e.g., [8] ), but the reduction argument is tailored for our purpose. On the other hand, we also show a Ω((c 2 /k) + D · min{c, ∆}) lower bound for global broadcast. Proving this bound is quite straightforward, and we include it mainly for the sake of completeness.
As can be seen, when k max = Θ(k), CSeek matches the lower bound within poly-logarithmic factor; and for global broadcast, when k max = Θ(k) and c ≥ ∆, again our bounds are near tight.
RELATED WORK
There is much ongoing work in the area of cognitive radio networks, both in terms of low-level implementation issues (e.g., [1] and [29] ) and in terms of algorithms. In this paper, we focus on the latter part: designing efficient distributed algorithms for key communication primitives in this type of network.
Neighbor discovery. In traditional single-channel or multi-channel wireless networks, neighbor discovery is a problem that has been extensively studied under various different models (w.r.t., e.g., synchrony and availability of collision detection), from both theoretic perspective and system perspective. Interested readers can, e.g., refer to the survey paper from Khan et al. [13] , and from Chen et al. [5] , for more details. On the contrary, for cognitive radio networks, limited focus has been put on this problem. (Interested readers can refer to related parts in [13] and [30] for a brief survey.) Moreover, among the works that do tackle this problem, most only use experiments or simulations to evaluate the performance of their proposed solutions. In fact, we are only able to identify one work from Zeng et al. [19, 30] that explicitly targets this issue and provides provable theoretical results.
In this interesting paper, the authors design and analyze several algorithms for neighbor discovery in cognitive radio networks under a variety of assumptions for both synchronous and asynchronous systems. In particular, using our terminology/model, their algorithm takesÕ(c 2 /k + c · ∆/k) time. Recall CSeek has time complexityÕ((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆). Therefore, when c ≥ ∆, our algorithm performs (asymptotically) as well as theirs; and when c ≤ ∆, CSeek outperforms their algorithm. In particular, when c ≤ ∆, CSeek is faster by a factor of c/k max , which can be of order Θ(c) in the extreme case.
We also note here that neighbor discovery can potentially be solved using other algorithms that were originally designed for other purposes. For example, solutions to rendezvous [6, 10, 11, 16, 25] -a popular problem which requires each pair of neighbors in the network to meet every so often-can be helpful. The only problem is, contention may exist when meeting happens, thus simple meeting does not alway imply successful exchange of identities. Indeed, most recent (also shown to be near optimal) results [6, 10] can solve rendezvous inÕ(c 2 ) time. When ignoring contention and assuming k = O(1), this bound matches the simple algorithm we described in the introduction section. (Notice, however, that the algorithms presented in [6, 10] are deterministic, while the simple one we introduced earlier is randomized) The difficult part, and what CSeek achieves, is to resolve contention when meeting happens, and maintain low time complexity in the meantime.
Broadcast. The goal of a broadcast is to distribute information in a network. Typically, there are two kinds of broadcast: local broadcast, in which the objective is to disseminate the message to your immediate neighbors; and global broadcast, in which all nodes in the network need to receive the message.
Similar to the case of neighbor discovery, in traditional wireless networks, broadcast is a problem that has been extensively studied. Take the single channel case as an example. In early days, in a seminal paper, Bar-Yehuda et al. [4] proposed an algorithm with time complexity O(D ·log n +log 2 n). Lower bounds of Ω(D +log 2 n) and Ω(D · log (n/D)) were also derived in [2, 15] . In recent years, significant progress was made from the upper bound side: Ghaffari et al. provided an algorithm with run time O(D + log 6 n) in [7] . (In fact, a most recent result suggests an O(D + log 2 n) algorithm [3] .)
In the cognitive radio network setting, there are a few papers addressing the broadcast problem, and the models and approaches they employed are highly diverse. For example, in a series of papers by Song and Xie [26] [27] [28] , by carefully constructing channel hopping sequences, the authors are able to accomplish broadcast in multi-hop cognitive radio networks. These works analyze the probability that a broadcast will be successful, but do not provide a theoretical guarantee on broadcast time. Instead, they focus on simulations to show the effectiveness. In this paper, we take a fullon algorithmic approach, guaranteeing successful global broadcast with high probability and analyzing our algorithms for worst-case performance. For the local broadcast problem, in a paper by Gilbert et al. [8] , the authors propose a simple randomized algorithm that is shown to be near optimal. In another paper by Kondareddy et al. [14] , the authors use "minimal neighbor graph" to achieve local broadcast, which in turn helps to disseminate control information. Finally, another approach to tackle the broadcast problem is to assume that all necessary information (e.g., channel availability, network topology) is known in advance, and then focus on developing efficient algorithms which can find good broadcast schedules. Both [17] and [12] belong to this category. In this paper, by contrast, we assume minimal a priori environmental knowledge.
MODEL
In this section, we describe the system model in detail.
We consider a synchronous wireless network containing n nodes, each of which has a unique identity.
Each node has a radio transceiver that can access c channels, and different nodes can potentially access different sets of channels. Moreover, we assume for each channel, different nodes may have different labels for it. That is, we do not assume global channel labels exist. Instead, nodes have local channel labels.
For two nodes, if they are within the transmission range of each other and share some channels, then they are neighbors. For each pair of neighboring nodes, we assume they share at least k ≥ 1 channels, and at most k max ≤ c channels. For each node, it does not know the identities of its neighbors, it also does not know the set of channels on which it can communicate with its neighbors. Now, we can model the network as a simple graph G, in which each vertex denotes a node, and there is an edge connecting two nodes iff they are neighbors. We assume G is connected, and has diameter D. We also assume the maximum degree of G is ∆, which implies a node can have at most ∆ neighbors.
We divide time into discrete slots. In each time slot, each radio transceiver can only operate on one of the c available channels. For a node u, if it decides to broadcast a message in a time slot, then it only "receives" that message in that slot. If u decides to listen on a channel and no neighbors of u broadcast on that channel in that slot, then u hears nothing (i.e., silence). If u decides to listen on a channel and among the neighbors of u, exactly one broadcasts on that channel in that slot, then u hears the message from that node. Finally, if u decides to listen on a channel and multiple neighbors of u broadcast on that channel in that slot, then u again hears nothing.
That is, nodes cannot distinguish between silence and multiple nodes broadcasting simultaneously. (Alternatively, we can say we assume collision detection is not available.) We also note here that the messages generated in our neighbor discovery algorithms are always quite small (O(log n) in particular). However, in the global broadcast algorithm CGCast, in the extreme case, the message size can reachÕ(∆ 2 ).
Finally, we assume nodes start execution simultaneously, and can independently generate random bits. We also assume nodes know the aforementioned key parameters: n, c, k, k max , D, ∆.
ALGORITHMS FOR NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY
In this section, we introduce CSeek, an efficient randomized algorithm that can solve neighbor discovery. We will also present a variant of CSeek that can solvek-neighbor-discovery.
Count: A Counting Procedure
Before presenting CSeek and CKSeek, we first introduce a simple counting algorithm Count that allows a node to get an estimate on how many other nodes are on the same channel. In particular, the estimate given by Count is guaranteed to be within a small constant factor of the actual value. Algorithm Count is generic and can easily be plugged into other wireless network algorithms. More specifically, Count solves the following problem: On a channel, there is one listening node and an unknown number of broadcasters. The listener wants to learn the count of broadcasters. Notice, since the degree upper bound ∆ is known, nodes know the actual number of broadcasters will not exceed ∆.
To solve this problem, Count needs lg ∆ rounds, each of which contains Θ(lg n) time slots. Hence, the total time complexity is O(lg 2 n). At a high level, the algorithm takes the classical "guess and verify" approach. More specifically, in each round, nodes will have an estimate of the actual count. The estimate starts from one, and doubles after each round. In each round, each broadcaster will broadcast with probability that is proportional to the reciprocal of the estimate, and the listener will count how many messages it can receive within this round. When the estimate is close to the actual count, the fraction of time slots within a round in which messages are received by the listener will reach a certain peak value. As a result, the listener can obtain a relatively accurate count.
Due to space constraint, detailed description and analysis of Count is left in the full version of the paper [9] . Here, we only states the guarantees provided by it.
Lemma 4.1. The counting procedure Count takes O(lg 2 n) time slots, and allows the listener to obtain a count that is in [m, 4m], w.h.p. Here, m is the actual number of broadcasters.
The CSeek Algorithm
We now present the CSeek algorithm, which contains two parts. Intuitively, it is designed in the following way. In part one, each node samples all the channels that are available to it to get an idea about how many of its neighbors have access to each channel. Moreover, as we shall later see, for a node u, part one also offers an opportunity for it to learn the identities of the neighbors that overlap with it primarily on less crowded channels (i.e., channels on which u does not overlap with many neighbors). In part two, u will go to more crowded channels more often, so that neighbors that mostly overlap with it on these channels-even though there may exist many neighbors on each such channel-get enough chances to introduce themselves to u.
More specifically, part one contains Θ((c 2 /k) · lg n) steps, each of which contains O(lg 2 n) slots. This implies the total time complexity of part one is O((c 2 /k) · lg 3 n). In each step, each node will go to one of the c channels that is available to it uniformly at random, and then choose to be a broadcaster or listener each with probability 1/2. Then, within current step, each node will run the counting procedure Count on the selected channel. Listeners will record the count, and any identities they have heard. Broadcasters, on the other hand, will broadcast their identities when necessary (i.e., according to Count.)
The second part of CSeek contains Θ((k max /k) · ∆ · lg n) steps, each of which contains lg ∆ slots. Hence, the total time complexity of part two is O((k max /k) · ∆ · lg 2 n). In each step, each node will choose to be a broadcaster or listener each with probability 1/2. If a node u chooses to be a broadcaster, then it will pick one of the c available channels uniformly at random and go to that channel.
However, if u chooses to be a listener, then it will pick an available channel according to the total count it has obtained during part one. More specifically, if the total count u has obtained for channel ch during part one is x ch , then it will choose ch in a step in part two with probability x ch / ch ′ ∈ C u x ch ′ . Here, C u is the set of channels that are available to u. Once nodes have picked channels, in a step, a listener will listen in every slot and record any identity it has heard; a broadcaster, on the other hand, will broadcast its identity with probability 2 i−1 /∆ in the i th slot of current step. The pseudocode of CSeek is shown in Figure 1 
Analysis of the CSeek Algorithm
In this part, we prove the correctness of CSeek.
Consider a node u and one of its neighbors v. The first key technical result states that if for most of the channels on which u and v overlap, at most O(c) neighbors of u overlap with u on each of these channels, then by the end of part one, u will know v's identity, w.h.p. That is, if most of the channels u and v share are not too "crowded", then u will know v's identity after part one. More precisely, we have the following lemma. Lemma 4.2. Assume v is one of u's neighbors, also assume u and v overlap on k u,v channels. Assume among these channels, there exist at least k u,v /2 channels such that for each of these channels, at most 8c of u's neighbors overlap with u on this channel. Then, during part one, after O((c 2 /k u,v ) · lg n) steps each of which containing O(lg 2 n) slots, u will hear v's identity, w.h.p.
We now sketch the proof of Lemma 4.2. (Due to space constraint, if not otherwise stated, detailed proofs of lemmas and theorems are provided in the full version of the paper [9] .) In each step in part one, for u to hear v's identity, three conditions must hold: (a) u is a listener and v is a broadcaster; (b) u and v choose the same channel; and (c) v broadcasts alone in some slot during the counting procedure. According to protocol description, clearly condition (a) holds with probability 1/4. Moreover, it is not hard to see that condition (b) holds with probability k u,v /c 2 . Hence, the tricky part is to calculate the probability that condition (c) holds. Assume (a) and (b) indeed happen, we know there is at least a fifty percent chance that for the channel u and v have chosen, there are at most 8c neighbors of u that can access this channel. If this is indeed the case, then in expectation, at most (8c − 1) · (1/c) · (1/2) = O(1) neighbors of u (beside v) are acting as broadcasters on this channel in this step. That is, there is only a constant number of broadcasters. Since the counting procedure Count that is executed within the step contains a rounds in which the estimate (approximately) matches the number of broadcasters, and since each round in Count contains Θ(lg n) slots, this "constant level contention" can be fully resolved.
Therefore, conditioned on (a) and (b) indeed happening, (c) will happen with at least some constant probability. As a result, we can conclude in each step, u will hear v's identity with probability at least Ω(k u,v /c 2 ). Since each step is independent, the lemma follows.
In the second key technical result, we consider the case in which most of the channels on which u and v overlap are crowded. (I.e., the "complement" of the previous case.) In this scenario, we claim that u will hear v's identity during part two. Lemma 4.3. Assume v is one of u's neighbors, also assume u and v overlap on k u,v channels. Assume among these channels, there exist at least k u,v /2 channels such that for each of these channels, at least 8c of u's neighbors overlap with u on this channel. Then, during part two, after O(( w ∈N u k u,w )/k u,v · lg n) steps each of which containing lg ∆ slots, u will hear v's identity, w.h.p. Here, N u denotes the set of u's neighbors.
The proof for Lemma 4.3 is more involved than that of Lemma 4.2, and we provide the full version of it here.
Proof. Assume node u has ∆ u neighbors, call this set of neighbors N u . Assume the set of channels on which u and v overlap is K u,v . Let K ′ u,v be a subset of K u,v which is of size at least k u,v /2, such that for each channel in K ′ u,v , node u overlaps with at least 8c of its neighbors.
Before proving the lemma, we show two simple facts. Firstly, notice that after part one of protocol execution, for a channel ch, if the count obtained by u is x ch , then the actual count x ch is in range of [x ch /4, 4x ch ], w.h.p. This is because, according to Lemma 4.1, the counting procedure Count can provide a relatively accurate count that is within constant factor of error.
Pseudocode of CSeek executed at node u:
◃ counts is a dictionary used to store the count for each channel
◃ Choose channel, where random(x, y) returns a uniformly distributed random integer in [x, y]
5:
role ← random(0, 1) ◃ Choose to be broadcaster or listener 6: ⟨count ch , ids ch ⟩ ← count(ch, role) ◃ Execute Count with specified role on specific channel 7: sum ← sum + count ch , counts[ch] ← counts[ch] + count ch ◃ Update counts 8: if (ids ch ∅) then ids ← ids ∪ ids ch ◃ Update identities Part II 9:
role ← random(0, 1) ◃ Choose to be broadcaster or listener 11: if (role == 0) then ◃ If u is a broadcaster 12: ch ← random(1, c) ◃ Choose channel 13: for (j = lg ∆ to 1) do ◃ Do backoff style broadcast 14: if (random(1, 2 j ) == 1) then broadcast(ch, id u ) ◃ id u is the identity of u
15:
else ◃ If u is a listener 16: rnd ← random(1, sum), ch ← 1 17: while (rnd > counts[ch]) do ◃ Choose channel ch with probability count ch / ch ′ ∈ C u count ch ′
18:
rnd ← rnd − counts[ch], ch ← ch + 1 19: for (j = lg ∆ to 1) do ◃ Listen on the chosen channel and record identities 20: id ← listen(ch) 21 : The above fact further implies another conclusion: ch ∈ C u x ch = Θ( w ∈N u (k u,w /k) · lg n), where C u is the set of channels that is available to u, w.h.p. This is because, in one step in part one, for u to meet a neighbor w (but not necessarily hear w's identity) while u is a listener and w is a broadcaster, the probability is (1/2) · (1/2) · (k u,w /c) · (1/c) = k u,w /(4c 2 ). Since part one contains Θ((c 2 /k) · lg n) steps, we know u will meet w while u is a listener and w is a broadcaster for Θ((k u,w /k) · lg n) times, w.h.p. Therefore, we know ch ∈ C ux ch = Θ( w ∈N u (k u,w /k) · lg n), w.h.p. Since ch ∈ C u x ch is a constant factor estimate of ch ∈ C ux ch , we can
With the above facts, we now proceed to prove the lemma. Consider a step in part two, we calculate the probability that u hear v's identity on one of the channels in K ′ u,v in this step. To calculate this probability, we first consider the probability that u meets v on a specific channel ch ∈ K ′ u,v while u is a listener and v is a broadcaster. For this to happen, first, u must choose to listen and v must choose to broadcast, which happens with probability 1/4.
Secondly, u and v must choose the same channel ch ∈ K ′ u,v , and this happens with probability (
We now calculate the value of x ch . In one step in part one, for u and one of its neighbor w which overlaps with u on channel ch, the probability that u meets w on channel ch while u is a listener and w is a broadcaster is (1/2) · (1/2) · (1/c) · (1/c) = 1/4c 2 . Hence, in expectation, the actual count u should have is n ch · (1/4c 2 ) · Θ((c 2 /k) · lg n) = Θ(n ch /k · lg n). Here, n ch is the number of neighbors that overlap with u on channel ch. Notice, ch is a channel in K ′ u,v , thus n ch ≥ 8c ≥ 8k. Moreover, in part one, nodes make choices independently in each step, and each node makes choices independently in different steps. Hence, apply a Chernoff bound [20] , we know the actual count u should have is Θ(n ch /k · lg n), w.h.p. Since the counting procedure can provide constant factor estimate, we know x ch = Θ(n ch /k · lg n), w.h.p.
At this point, we know in one step in part two, with probability at least Θ(x ch /(c ·lg n· w ∈N u (k u,w /k))) = Θ(n ch /(c · w ∈N u k u,w )): node u and v will both choose channel ch ∈ K ′ u,v , and u will be a listener, and v will be a broadcaster.
The next key factor that needs to be taken into consideration is the level of contention, as other broadcaster may try to broadcast on channel ch as well. To quantify such contention, consider another neighbor of u which also overlaps with u on channel ch. We call this neighbor w, and calculate the probability that w broadcasts on ch in this step. For this to happen: (a) w must choose to broadcast, which happens with probability 1/2; and (b) w must choose channel ch, which happens with probability 1/c. Notice, we have assumed there are n ch ≥ 8c neighbors of u that overlap with it on channel ch. Hence, in expectation, beside v, in one step in part two, there will be (n ch − 1) · (1/2) · (1/c) other broadcasters on channel ch. Notice, 3 ≤ 3n ch /(8c) ≤ (n ch − 1) · (1/2) · (1/c) ≤ n ch /(2c), and each node makes choices independently. Hence, apply a Chernoff bound and we know, with at least some constant probability, there are Θ(n ch /c) other neighbors of u that will broadcast on channel ch in one step during part two.
Since there is a backoff procedure within each step in part two, we can now conclude: in one step in part two, with probability at least Θ(n ch /(c · w ∈N u k u,w )) · Θ(c/n ch ) · Θ(1) = Θ(1/ w ∈N u k u,w ), u will hear v's identity on channel ch ∈ K ′ u,v . Define e ch i to be the event that u hears v's identity on channel ch i ∈ K ′ u,v , we know P(e ch i ) = Ω(1/ w ∈N u k u,w ). Notice, {e ch i |ch i ∈ K ′ u,v } is a set of disjoint events. Moreover, we have assumed |K ′ u,v | ≥ k u,v /2. Therefore, in one step in part two, the probability that u will hear v's identity is at least
. Since each step in part two is independent, we know after Θ(( w ∈N u k u,w )/k u,v · lg n) steps, u will know v's identity w.h.p. This completes our proof for the lemma.
Combine Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 will immediately lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. CSeek can solve the neighbor discovery problem in
time slots, w.h.p.
CKSeek: Using CSeek as a General Filter
The CSeek algorithm allows nodes to discover all neighbors. However, sometimes, it may be desirable to discover "well connected" neighbors. In particular, it is possible that a node may only need to find neighbors that overlap with it on sufficiently many channels. In this part, we show that the CSeek algorithm can solve this problem as well, even with a shorter running time! This demonstrates CSeek can be used a flexible filter: on the one hand, a long execution guarantees all neighbors will be discovered; yet on the other hand, if only "well connected" neighbors are concerned, then the running time can be reduced. Nonetheless, one point worth noting is that our proposed solution is guaranteed to find all "well connected" neighbors (w.h.p.), but it may also return other neighbors. I.e., the proposed solution finds at least all "well connected" neighbors.
To be concrete, we consider thek-neighbor-discovery problem, in which the goal is to let each node find (at least) all neighbors that overlap with it on at leastk ≥ k channels. For a node u, if a neighbor v overlaps with it on at leastk channels, then we say v is a good neighbor of u.
To solve thek-neighbor-discovery problem, we only need to make small adjustments to the execution time of CSeek, resulting a protocol called CKSeek. More specifically, in CKSeek, part one contains only Θ((c 2 /k) · lg n) steps, and part two contains only Θ(((k max /k)·∆k +∆+c)·lg n) steps. Here, ∆k denotes the maximum number of good neighbors a node can have. Notice, if an estimate of ∆k is not available, we can simply run part two longer, making it containing Θ(((k max /k) · ∆ + c) · lg n) steps.
The high level intuition of why CSeek has such an extension (i.e., CKSeek) is that, during part two, well connected neighbors get to meet more often. Hence, they can also discover each other quicker. More specifically, consider a node u and one of its good neighbors v, we now prove the correctness of CKSeek. Similar to the analysis of CSeek, we still consider two complement cases. In the first case, we claim that if for at least half of the channels on which u and v overlap, at most 8c neighbors of u overlap with it on each of these channels, then by the end of part one of CKSeek, u will know v's identity, w.h.p. This is a direct application of Lemma 4.2. In the second case, we assume most of the channels u and v share are crowded. In such scenario, u will know v's identity during part two of CKSeek. In particular, we have the following lemma. Lemma 4.5. Assume v is one of u's good neighbors, also assume u and v overlap on k u,v channels. Assume among these channels, there exist at least k u,v /2 channels such that for each of these channels, at least 8c of u's neighbors overlap with u on this channel. Then, during part two of CKSeek, after O(((k max /k) · ∆k + ∆ + c) · lg n) steps each of which containing lg ∆ slots, u will hear v's identity, w.h.p.
Lemma 4.5 looks very similar to Lemma 4.3, and it is tempting to use the same idea to prove it. At a high level, this is indeed the case: we still calculate the probability that u hears v's identity in one step during part two. However, the detailed approach is different. Among the differences, the most significant one is how to bound the sum of the counts u obtained during part one. In CSeek, part one is sufficiently long, and we can claim during part one u will meet each of its neighbor v for Θ((k u,v /k) · lg n) times, in expectation, and w.h.p. This immediately tells us the counts sum to Θ( w ∈N u (k u,w /k) · lg n), w.h.p. In CKSeek, however, part one is shorter, and we can only claim during part one u will meet its neighbor v for Θ((k u,v /k) · lg n) times in expectation, but not w.h.p. To overcome this difficulty, we come up with a more careful way to calculate the sum, allowing us to bound it from above by O(((k max /k)·∆k +∆+c)·lg n), w.h.p. Again, due to space constraint, we leave the complete proof to the full version of the paper.
Based on the above analysis, we can easily obtain the following theorem. Notice, it implies whenk > k, the (asymptotic) runtime of CKSeek is strictly shorter than that of CSeek. Theorem 4.6. CKSeek can solve thek-neighbor-discovery problem in O((c 2 /k)·lg 3 n+((k max /k)·∆k +∆)·lg 2 n) =Õ((c 2 /k)+(k max /k)· ∆k + ∆) time slots, w.h.p.
ALGORITHM FOR GLOBAL BROADCAST
In this part, we introduce CGCast, an algorithm for solving global broadcast in cognitive radio networks. We will begin with an overview, then proceed to the details, and finally show its correctness.
Overview
The key reason that the simple global broadcast algorithm described in the introduction section is inefficient is that nodes are randomly hopping among channels, making it slow to propagate the message among neighbors. To solve this issue, in CGCast, we let neighbors establish a deterministic schedule of meeting, so that once a node is informed, it can quickly disseminate the message.
More specifically, to establish a communication schedule among neighbors, we reduce the problem to edge coloring. In this graph problem, each vertex will color each edge that is connected to it from a set of Θ(∆) colors, while guaranteeing that each neighboring edge has a unique color. Once this is done, we can imagine a broadcast protocol which proceeds in steps, each of which contains Θ(∆) rounds. By mapping each round in a step to a color, each pair of neighbors have a "dedicated" round for communication in each step, without congestion. In this way, informed nodes can quickly disseminate the message to their neighbors.
However, to solve edge coloring, more efforts are needed. First, by using the line graph, we can reduce edge coloring to node coloring (i.e., vertex coloring), in which a node and all of its neighbors are quired to have unique colors. There are many efficient algorithms for this task. However, one problem is that these algorithms usually assume a node can send a potentially different message to every neighbor in one time slot. This is not true in our model. To solve this issue, we need to leverage the neighbor discovery algorithm developed in previous sections. In particular, notice that to solve neighbor discovery, a node needs to receive some information from each of its neighbors. Therefore, if we can solve neighbor discovery in T time, then we can use the same procedure to allow each pair of neighbors to exchange one message in T time.
The CGCast Algorithm
We now proceed to describe the details of the CGCast algorithm, which can be divided into three main parts: the neighbor discovery part, the edge coloring part, and the message dissemination part.
Firstly, we will run the CSeek neighbor discovery algorithm, so that each node can know its neighbors. This process will takẽ O((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆) time slots, as Theorem 4.4 suggests.
Once neighbor discovery is done, we will work on the line graph of the original network graph G, so that we can solve edge coloring in G by solving node coloring in its line graph. More specifically, the line graph G L of G is defined in the following way: each edge (u, v) in G is a node w u,v in G L , and two nodes in G L are connected if and only if they share one common endpoint in G. Also notice, in the line graph G L , for a (virtual) node (u, v), it is simulated by the (physical) node in G which has the smaller identity. (For example, nodes' identities may be a set of binary strings, which can be compared like numbers.) Since each node in G knows the identities of its neighbors, such simulation can be correctly done in a consistent manner. That is, for each edge (u, v) in G (i.e., each virtual node in G L ), it will be simulated by one node in {u, v}, and both u and v know which node that is (i.e., either itself or the other endpoint).
We now describe how to obtain a valid node coloring of G L , which is an implementation of the classical algorithm described in [18] under our model. 2 The node coloring procedure contains Θ(lg n) phases, each of which contains two steps, and each step containsΘ((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆) time slots. Initially, each (virtual) node in G L has an identical palette containing 2∆ different colors, and all nodes in G L are active. At the beginning of the first step of each phase, for each active node in G L , with probability 1/2, it chooses to do nothing in this step. Otherwise, it randomly chooses a color that is still available in its palette. Then, during theΘ((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆) time slots within the current step, neighboring active nodes in G L will exchange the colors they have chosen. (This is possible as one execution of CSeek allows neighboring nodes in G to exchange information once. Moreover, for any two physical nodes simulating two neighboring virtual nodes in G L , they are at most two hops away.) If two active neighboring nodes in G L have chosen the same color, then both of them will give up their choices. Otherwise, they will keep their choices. In the second step within current phase, neighboring active nodes in G L will use thẽ Θ((c 2 /k) + (k max /k) · ∆) time slots to exchange their choices on the colors. If an active node has decided on a color, then it will become inactive after the current phase. Otherwise, an active node will remember which colors have already been chosen by its neighbors, remove these colors, and then continue into the next phase.
Once the node coloring procedure is done, we need to run CSeek one more time, so that for each virtual node w u,v in G L , the physical node (in G) which simulates this virtual node can transmit the choice of color (of edge (u, v)) to the other physical node. At this time point, we have a 2∆ edge coloring of G.
The next, and final part would be to leverage the edge coloring result to quickly disseminate the message. The message dissemination part contains D phases, each of which contains 2∆ steps. Each step has Θ(lg n) rounds, and each round costs lg ∆ time slots. Therefore, the total time complexity of the message dissemination part is O(D · ∆ · lg 2 n) =Õ(D · ∆) time slots. The message dissemination part proceeds in the following way. Nodes map the 2∆ colors to the 2∆ steps within each phase according to some predefined rule. Moreover, for each pair of neighboring nodes, among the set of channels that is available to both of them, they can fix a special "dedicated communication channel" during the initial neighbor discovery part. (We discuss how to fix such special channels in the next paragraph.) Now, consider a node u. In each phase, in the i th step, assume the corresponding color is K i . If u is not adjacent to an edge with color K i , then it will stay idle in this step. Otherwise, assume edge (u, v) has color K i . In such case, in this step, u will go to the special channel that it has agreed with v. Now, if u does not know the message yet, it will listen during this step. Otherwise, if u is already informed, then within each of the Θ(lg n) rounds in current step, it will do a backoff style broadcast on the chosen channel. (This is why each round costs lg ∆ time slots). This completes our description of the CGCast algorithm.
Before proceeding to the analysis, we describe one possible method which allows two neighbors to fix a dedicated communication channel despite the absence of global channel label. During the initial neighbor discovery part, when u hears v for the first time, it records the number of the current time slot. Then, after the neighbor discovery part, and before the edge coloring part, nodes will run CSeek once more. This time, in the message, u includes not only its identity, but also the numbers of time slots in which it heard its neighbors for the first time in the previous execution of CSeek. Now, for a pair of neighboring nodes u and v, assume u hears v for the first time in slot t u,v , and v hears u for the first time in slot t v,u . Then, u and v will fix the channel they used in slot min{t u,v , t v,u } as their dedicated communication channel. Since all nodes start executing CGCast simultaneously, we know both u and v can correctly determine min{t u,v , t v,u }.
Analysis of the CGCast Algorithm
To show the correctness of CGCast, firstly notice that a valid 2∆ node coloring of G L gives a valid 2∆ edge coloring for network graph G. This follows from the definition of line graph.
Fact 5.1. For a simple graph G with maximum degree ∆, if we have a valid 2∆ node coloring for its line graph G L , then we can obtain a valid 2∆ edge coloring for G.
We then prove our algorithm can correctly generate a 2∆ node coloring for line graph G L . In particular, we adopt the proof in Section 3.3 of [18] to our model. The high level idea of the proof is that after each phase, with some constant probability, a constant fraction of the remaining nodes in G L will decide their colors and become inactive. As a result, within O(lg n) phases, all nodes in G L will terminate, w.h.p. Lemma 5.2. In CGCast, after executing the coloring procedure, we have a 2∆ node coloring of G L , w.h.p.
Proof. We clarify some points before proving the lemma. Firstly, consider two neighboring (virtual) nodes in G L : node w u 1 ,u 2 and node w u 1 ,u 3 . Here, w u 1 ,u 2 denotes the edge (u 1 , u 2 ) in G and w u 1 ,u 3 denotes the edge (u 1 , u 3 ) in G. If these two virtual nodes are simulated by the same physical node (in particular, u 1 ), then for every step in each phase of the coloring procedure, they can (locally) exchange information. Otherwise, if these two virtual nodes are simulated by different physical nodes, then these two physical nodes must be directed connected or are two hops away from each other (in G). Since each step of each phase is long enough for running CSeek twice, the two physical nodes simulating these two virtual nodes can still exchange one piece of information.
Secondly, notice the maximum degree of G is ∆, this implies for each pair of neighbors in G, excluding the edge that connects them, there are at most 2∆ − 2 other edges which are adjacent to them. Hence, in the line graph G L , the maximum degree is 2∆ − 2, which implies 2∆ colors is enough to color the nodes in G L .
We are now ready to prove the lemma. We first calculate the probability that a node w 1 in G L becomes inactive after one phase.
Assume w 1 is still active at the beginning of phase i. If none of its neighbors are active at the beginning of phase i, then with probability 1/2, node w 1 will choose a color that has not been used by any of its neighbors. (There is always some color available, as w 1 has at most 2∆ − 2 neighbors while there are 2∆ colors available initially.) Moreover, after this phase, w 1 will decide on this color and become inactive.
Otherwise, some neighbors of w 1 are still active at the beginning of phase i. Assume W denotes this set of active neighbors. Consider a node w 2 ∈ W . At the beginning of phase i, with probability 1/2, node w 1 will choose a color that has not been used by any neighbors previously. Assume this event indeed happens. In such case, with probability 1/2, node w 2 will choose not to pick any color in this phase. Otherwise, if node w 2 chooses a color, then with probability at most 1/k i,w 1 , node w 1 and w 2 will choose identical colors. Here, k i,w 1 denotes the number of colors that is available for w 1 to choose during phase i. As a result, we know conditioned on the event that w 1 chooses a color, the probability that w 1 chooses same color with some of its neighbors is at most w ∈W ((1/2) · (1/k i,w 1 )) = w ∈W 1/(2 · k i,w 1 ). Notice that for w 1 , the number of remaining available colors is always at least as large as the number of remaining active neighbors, thus we know |W | ≤ k i,w 1 . Hence, we know conditioned on the event that w 1 chooses a color, the probability that w 1 chooses the same color with some of its neighbors is at most 1/2.
At this time point, we can conclude that the probability that node w 1 becomes inactive after one phase is at least (1/2) · (1/2) = 1/4.
As a result, we know in expectation, after each phase, at least 1/4 fraction of remaining nodes will decide their colors and become inactive. Let x i be the number of active nodes at the beginning of phase i, and let y i be the number of nodes that turn from active to inactive after phase i. We know E(y i ) ≥ x i /4. Now, according to the definition of expectation, we know E(
Hence, we know x i /4 ≤ x i · P(y i ≥ x i /10) + x i /10. This implies P(y i ≥ x i /10) ≥ 3/20, which is saying after each phase, with some constant probability, a constant fraction of remaining nodes in G L will decide their colors and become inactive. Since each phase is independent, by using a Chernoff bound, we know after Θ(lg n) phases, all nodes in G L will decide and become inactive, w.h.p.
The last step is to show the effectiveness of the message dissemination part. In essence, after each phase, the message will propagate one hop. Since the network has diameter D, we know all nodes in the network will know the message after D phases. This concludes our analysis and leads to the following theorem. 
LOWER BOUNDS 6.1 Lower Bound for Neighbor Discovery
In this part, we will derive a Ω((c 2 /k) + ∆) lower bound for the neighbor discovery problem in cognitive radio networks. It demonstrates CSeek is near optimal (within poly-logarithmic factor) when the number of overlapping channels for different pairs of neighbors are same or similar (i.e., k max = Θ(k)).
To begin with, we argue the Ω(∆) factor in the lower bound. Imagine a star network and consider the node at the center. Call this node u. In each time slot, we know u can receive at most one message. Moreover, in each message, there is at most one neighbor's identity. This is due to the topology of the network. Hence, we know at least ∆ time slots is needed for u to learn all neighbors' identities.
We then focus on the Ω(c 2 /k) factor, which needs more efforts. Our strategy is to first derive a lower bound for winning a combinatorial game which captures the core difficulty of unknown channel overlapping pattern in cognitive radio networks, and then connect the game to the neighbor discovery problem by a reduction argument. We have previously studied this game and used it to derive lower bounds for the local broadcast problem in cognitive radio networks [8] . Here, we will reuse some of the results.
To obtain the needed Ω(c 2 /k) bound, the game we considered is slightly different when k ≤ c/2 and c/2 < k ≤ c. We first focus on the k ≤ c/2 scenario.
The k ≤ c/2 scenario. In this setting, we consider the (c, k)-bipartite hitting game. In this game, the input is two integers c, k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ c/β, where β ≥ 2 is a constant. Consider two sets of nodes each of size c: A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a c } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b c }. Let H be a complete bipartite graph on bipartition (A, B). The game is played between a player and a referee. At the beginning of the game, the referee privately selects a matching M of size k from H . The game then proceeds in rounds. In each round, the player proposes an edge e in H . If e ∈ M the player wins, otherwise it moves on to the next round.
In the lemma below, a lower bound is shown for winning the (c, k)-bipartite hitting game. Lemma 6.1 (Lemma 11 from [8] ). Let P be a player that guarantees to win the (c, k)-bipartite hitting game in f (c, k) rounds with probability at least 1/2, for some 1 ≤ k ≤ c/β, and some constant β ≥ 2. It follows that f (c, k) ≥ c 2 /(αk) = Θ(c 2 /k), where
We then reduce (c, k)-bipartite hitting to neighbor discovery. In particular, we construct a network containing only two nodes and then simulate an algorithm A running in it. We demonstrate that if A can achieve neighbor discovery fast, then we can use the simulation process to solve (c, k)-bipartite hitting fast. Lemma 6.2. Let A be an algorithm that guarantees to solve neighbor discovery in д(c, k) slots with probability at least 1/2. Then, one can use A to construct a player P A that guarantees to win the (c, k)-bipartite hitting game in O(д(c, k)) rounds, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ c, with probability at least 1/2.
Proof. We construct our player P A to simulate a network containing two nodes: u and v. Assume u and v share exactly k channels. Moreover, since we consider the local channel label model, let A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a c } be u's channel set and B = {b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b c } be v's channel set.
The first key observation for our simulation is that a k-matching M over the complete bipartite graph with bipartition (A, B) also describes a valid overlap of k channels between u and v. The second key observation for our simulation is that in order for A to solve neighbor discovery in such a network, there must exist a time slot in which u lands on a shared channel with v. When the overlaps are viewed as a matching, this is the same as saying that there must exist a time slot in which u chooses some a i and v chooses some
We are now ready to describe our simulation and establish its correctness. The player P A simulates u running with channel set A, and v running with channel set B, and the (unknown to the player) matching M chosen by the referee for this execution defining the k overlapping channels. In each simulated time slot r , player P A guesses (a r , b r ), where a r is the channel selected by u in this time slot, and b r is the channel selected by v in this time slot. If a guess does not win the game, it follows that u has failed to land on a shared channel with v, so P A can correctly complete the simulated time slot by simulating no communication between u and v.
As noted, to complete neighbor discovery, there must exist a time slot in which u shares a channel with v. In that simulated time slot, P A 's guess will win the bipartite hitting game. Because P A gets at most one guess per simulated time slot, we can immediately have the lemma.
The k > c/2 scenario. In this setting, we use a similar strategy as the k ≤ c/2 scenario, but focusing on a different hitting game called the c-complete bipartite hitting game. The input to this game is an integer c ≥ 1. Consider two sets of nodes A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a c } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b c }. Let H be a complete bipartite graph on bipartition (A, B) . The game is again played between a player and a referee. At the beginning of the game the referee privately selects a maximum matching M in H . The game then proceeds in rounds. In each round, the player proposes an edge e in H . If e ∈ M the player wins, otherwise it moves on to the next round. Again, we can show a lower bound for winning this hitting game. Lemma 6.3 (Lemma 14 from [8] ). Let P be a player that guarantees to win the c-complete bipartite hitting game in f (c) rounds with probability at least 1/2, for some positive integer c. It follows that f (c) ≥ c/3. Now, notice Lemma 6.2 is also applicable to the k > c/2 scenario (as the (c, k)-bipartite hitting game becomes the c-complete bipartite hitting game when k = c). This implies there exists a strategy for using a fast neighbor discovery algorithm to solve ccomplete bipartite hitting fast. Therefore, by combining Lemma 6.1, 6.3, and Lemma 6.2, along with the Ω(∆) lower bound we previously discussed, Theorem 6.4 follows. Theorem 6.4. For any algorithm, to solve the neighbor discovery problem under the considered model with probability at least 1/2, the time consumption is at least Ω((c 2 /k) + ∆).
Lower Bounds for Global Broadcast
In this part, we give a Ω((c 2 /k) + D · min{c, ∆}) lower bound for solving global broadcast in cognitive radio networks. More precisely, we have the following theorem. Theorem 6.5. For any algorithm, to solve the global broadcast problem under the considered model with probability at least 1/2, the time consumption is at least Ω((c 2 /k) + D · min{c, ∆}).
Proving this theorem is not too difficult. The argument for the Ω(c 2 /k) part is similar to the one we used when proving the lower bound for neighbor discovery. In particular, we can reduce the (c, k)-bipartite hitting game discussed earlier to two node broadcast (i.e., one source node and one uninformed node). For the Ω(D · min{c, ∆}) part, we consider the case where the network graph G is a complete tree with each non-leaf node having ∆ children. Then, for the message to propagate one hop, we show it will take at least Θ(min{c, ∆}) time slots. Since the network diameter is D, we can obtain the bound as desired.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we focus on providing algorithms that can act as key communication primitives in cognitive radio networks. In particular, we propose several randomized algorithms that can solve neighbor discovery and global broadcast efficiently. Unlike many previous work, our algorithms provide provable performance guarantees, and we show these upper bounds are near optimal in many cases by deriving corresponding lower bounds. Nevertheless, we suspect there is still room for improvements, from either the algorithmic side or the lower bound side.
Consider the neighbor discovery problem as an example, the upper and lower bound can still have a big gap when different pairs of neighbors share significantly different number of channels. This is a result of how we design CSeek. In particular, in part two of CSeek, for a node u, the algorithm gives priority to the more crowded channels. On the other hand, for nodes that overlap with u on more channels, during part one, u will meet them more often, creating the impression that certain channels are more crowded. Moreover, in the backoff procedure within each step in part two, all nodes are competing fairly. As a result of these design decisions, during part two, node u is more likely to hear nodes that overlap with it on many channels. This slows down the algorithm's progress. To solve this issue, one possible way is to somehow give priority to nodes that overlap with u on less channels. However, this is not easy, as node u has no information about these neighbors before discovering them. More importantly, even if u knows a neighbor v overlaps with it on many channels, it may not be feasible to simply ask v to reduce it's broadcasting probability, as another neighbor of v may only overlap with v on few channels. Alternatively, we may try to improve the lower bound based on these observations. However, this again seems highly non-trivial.
On the other hand, for the global broadcast problem, we also suspect it may be possible to improve the lower bound. In particular, for the tree we constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.5, since each node (except the leaves) has ∆ children, the hight of the tree is actually O(lg n). This implies O(D · min{c, ∆}) is really just O(min{c, ∆} · lg n). To extend this argument-which is essentially saying if propagating one hop is expensive then we can't have large diameter-to the generic case, unfortunately, seems quite difficult.
